ABSTRACT Since appearances of clouds are always changeable, ground-based cloud classification is still in urgent need of development in weather station networks. Many existing methods resort to convolutional neural networks to improve the classification accuracy. However, these methods just carry out the feature extraction from one convolutional layer, hence making it difficult to obtain complete information of groundbased cloud images. To address this limitation, in this paper, we propose a novel method named salient dual activations aggregation (SDA 2 ) to extract ground-based cloud features from different convolutional layers, which could learn the structural, textural, and high-level semantic information for ground-based cloud representation, simultaneously. Specifically, the salient patch selection strategy is first applied to select salient vectors from one shallow convolutional layer. Then, corresponding weights are learned from one deep convolutional layer. After obtaining a set of salient vectors with various weights, this paper is further designed to aggregate them into a representative vector for each ground-based cloud image by explicitly modeling the relationship among salient vectors. The proposed SDA 2 is validated on three ground-based cloud databases, and the experimental results prove its effectiveness. Especially, we obtain the promising classification results of 91.24% on the MOC_e database, 91.15% on the IAP_e database, and 88.73% on the CAMS_e database.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clouds indicate the condition of atmospheric motion, climate and weather phenomena. Effective classification of cloud types could improve meteorological services, such as weather prediction and weather analysis [1] . At present, many researchers have paid great attention to ground-based cloud classification, because weather station networks are extensively deployed for climate predication and observation with the rapid development of sensor networks [2] - [6] .
There are approximately 2,424 weather station networks distributed in China [7] . The visual sensors of weather station networks capture a large number of ground-based images, and it is unrealistic to classify them by the professional human observers, which consumes plenty of material resources and human efforts. Therefore, it is vital to achieve automatic ground-based cloud classification.
The feature representation has an important influence on ground-based cloud classification. Generally speaking, it can be divided into two types. Firstly, a number of researchers focus on designing hand-crafted features for ground-based cloud classification. For instance, Calbó and Sabburg [8] classified ground-based cloud images into eight predefined sky conditions by adopting the Fourier transformation and statistical features. Liu et al. [9] extracted structural features from infrared images including cloud gray mean value, edge sharpness and cloud fraction, and they verified that these features are helpful for classifying different clouds. Since cloud is a kind of natural texture [10] , a lot of researchers represent the cloud appearance with textural features. In [11] , local binary patterns (LBP) and local edge patterns (LEP) are utilized to represent ground-based cloud images, and LBP performs better than LEP. Xiao et al. [12] densely sampled ground-based cloud images and then extracted texture, structure and color features to represent ground-based cloud images. Recently, Wang et al. [13] classified different cloud types using a stable LBP. Nevertheless, these hand-crafted features are unsuitable for various atmospheric conditions. Secondly, some researchers extract features from convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for ground-based cloud representation. It is because CNNs could automatically learn features according to different situations and have presented excellent performance for image classification [14] - [18] . Inspired by this, the CNN-based features have been employed for ground-based cloud representation. Ye et al. [19] first applied CNNs to ground-based cloud classification, and they encoded the deep convolutional features using Fisher Vectors (FV). Moreover, Shi et al. [20] concluded that the deep convolutional activations-based features outperformed traditional hand-crafted features considerably for ground-based cloud classification. Lately, Zhang et al. [21] extracted local features on convolutional activation maps (CAMs) to improve the performance of cross-domain ground-based cloud classification. Soon after, based on CAMs, they extracted local features from the part summing maps of CNNs, and proposed weighted metric learning to measure the similarity between ground-based cloud images [22] . In practice, the CAMs derived from different conventional layers contain various information. The shallow conventional layers generally contain the structural and textural information, while the deep ones contain the high-level semantic information. Hence, in this paper, we focus on extracting features from different conventional layers to obtain the complete information of ground-based cloud images.
After extracting a set of feature vectors (histograms) from CAMs in CNNs, we need to aggregate them into one vector (histogram) for the final ground-based cloud representation. There are mainly two kinds of feature aggregation methods. The first one is the average aggregation which computes the mean value of corresponding histogram bins to constitute the final histogram. The second one is the max aggregation where the maximum value of each corresponding histogram bin is reserved among all histograms. However, the two typical feature aggregation methods obtain the final representation in a pre-defined way, which is unsuitable for various environments. Here, we expect to learn the optimal aggregated feature for ground-based cloud classification.
In this paper, we propose a novel method named salient dual activations aggregation (SDA 2 ) for ground-based cloud classification. The proposed SDA 2 could learn the structural, textural and high-level semantic information for groundbased cloud images, simultaneously. To this end, the shallow and deep convolutional layers are taken into consideration when extracting features. Specifically, a CNN model is first fine-tuned on ground-based cloud databases, and salient patches are selected based on the CAMs of the shallow convolutional layer, which could obtain the discriminative features and ignore the meaningless ones. Then, in order to embody the high-level semantic information, a set of corresponding weights are learned from the deep convolutional layer. Afterwards, there is a set of salient vectors with various weights for each ground-based cloud image. Finally, the set of salient vectors are aggregated into a representative vector for each ground-based cloud image by explicitly modeling the relationship among salient vectors.
In summary, the proposed SDA 2 possesses the following properties.
(1) The proposed SDA 2 contains the textual and structural information by extracting features from the shallow CAMs, and refines the discriminative features by using salient patch selection strategy.
(2) To make the features extracted from the shallow convolutional layer attain the high-level semantic information, the proposed SDA 2 learns a set of corresponding weights from the deep CAMs.
(3) The proposed SDA 2 is an effective feature aggregation method for ground-based cloud representation due to explicitly modeling the relationship among salient vectors. It could learn a representative vector to represent each ground-based cloud image.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the proposed SDA 2 for ground-based cloud classification in detail. Section III presents the experimental results and analysis on thee ground-based cloud databases. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. APPROACH A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
In this paper, the VGG-19 [23] model proposed by visual geometry group (VGG) at Oxford University is utilized as the backbone which is composed of sixteen convolutional layers and three fully-connected (FC) layers. The input groundbased cloud images are resized to 224 × 224 pixels. For each convolutional layer, the filters are with a receptive field of 3 × 3 pixels, and the convolution stride is set to 1 pixel. There are five max pooling layers which are implemented by a sliding window of 2 × 2 pixels with stride 2, in the VGG-19 model. The first two FC layers both consist of 4096 neurons, and the last one contains 1000 neurons which correspond to the class number of the ImageNet database. When the VGG-19 model is fine-tuned on the ground-based cloud database, the number of neurons in the last FC layer is changed to the cloud class number. The configuration of the VGG-19 model is illustrated in Table 1 .
B. SALIENT PATCH SELECTION
The CAMs generated by the convolutional layer reflect local characteristics [24] - [28] , which is beneficial for groundbased cloud representation. Hence, we carry out the feature extraction on the CAMs. As illustrated in Figure 1 (a), there are N CAMs from a certain shallow convolutional layer, and each of them is with the size of H s × W s where H s and W s denote the height and width of the CAM, respectively. The activations at the same location through the CAMs are treated as a N -dimensional vector, and is denoted as a local feature vector. We first densely sample the shallow CAMs using the a × a pixel patch with the step size of a/2 pixels as shown in Figure 1(a) . For each patch, we propose the local salient value S g to measure the salience:
where · 2 denotes the l 2 norm of a vector and v gi ∈ R N ×1 is the local feature vector at position i in the g-th patch as shown in Figure 2(a) . Here, m g ∈ R N ×1 is the mean value of local feature vectors in the g-th patch:
The high local salient value indicates this patch contains more salient cloud information, and therefore we choose K patches with the first K largest S g as the salient patches. Meanwhile, we use m k ∈ R N ×1 (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) to represent the k-th salient patch and name m k as the k-th salient vector. However, in the shallow CAMs, the high S g may be caused by environmental factors, such as noise, illumination and so on, and therefore the features extracted from one convolutional layer are unstable for ground-based cloud representation. To obtain robust and completed cloud information, we learn the corresponding weights in the deep CAMs. It is 
where u kj ∈ R D×1 is the local feature vector at position j in the k-th patch as shown in Figure 2 (b). For the sake of obtaining completed cloud information, we consider both shallow and deep CAMs for ground-based cloud representation. Formally, a ground-based cloud image can be expressed as a set of salient vectors with corresponding weights:
C. SALIENT DUAL ACTIVATIONS AGGREGATION
As aforementioned, a set χ = {w k m k } (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) is used for representing a ground-based cloud image. Traditionally, a set of local feature vectors are aggregated into a feature vector by the hand-crafted aggregation methods, i.e., the average aggregation or the max aggregation. Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks of the traditional aggregation methods. The average aggregation method lacks of discriminability, because the final representation is strongly (weakly) influenced by frequent (rare) local feature vectors.
The max aggregation method only preserves the maximum value, which may ignore the other important information. Hence, we aim to learn such a feature vector h ∈ R N ×1 that can represent any one of the salient vectors in χ. That means keep all salient vectors in χ equidistant from h. We enforce that, for all k,
where c is a constant and is set to 1. In the matrix form,
where denotes the element-wise multiplication,
, and C ∈ R K ×1 is a constant vector where each element is the same value c.
In general, Equation (6) might not have a solution (e.g. when N < K ) or might have an infinite number of solutions (e.g. when N > K ). In order to obtain a stable solution, we turn Equation (6) into a ridge regression problem:
and the solution is:
where I ∈ R N ×N is the identity matrix, and λ is a regularization parameter. h is taken as the final representation for each ground-based cloud image.
III. EXPERIMENT A. DATABASES
In the experiments, we utilize three ground-based cloud databases collected by different weather station networks to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. 1) MOC_e database: This database is provided by Meteorological Observation Centre, China Meteorological Administration. It is divided into seven classes based on the criterion published in the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) [29] . The ground-based cloud images are captured in Wuxi, Jiangsu Province, China. This database has a total of 2,107 ground-based cloud images with the size of 2, 848 × 4, 288. There are strong illuminations and some occlusions contained in these ground-based cloud images.
2) IAP_e database: This database is provided by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The capturing location is in Yangjiang, Guangdong Province, China. The ground-based cloud images are with the size of 2, 272 × 1, 704 pixels, and possess strong illuminations and some occlusions. This database has a total of 3,533 groundbased cloud images and contains seven classes as well.
3) CAMS_e database: This database is provided by Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences. It is also divided into seven classes, and the total number of ground-based cloud images is 2,491. The capturing location is in Yangjiang, Guangdong Province, China. The ground-based cloud images are with the size of 1, 392 × 1, 040 pixels, and possess weak illuminations and no occlusions. Figure 3 shows some ground-based cloud images of seven classes and Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of each cloud type in detail.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The input of the VGG-19 model is a fixed-size of 224 × 224 RGB image. Please refer to [23] , [30] , and [31] . Many works of image classification follow this standard flow. In order to make our method comparable, we also follow this standard flow. To alleviate the problem that some details are unclear for feature extraction while all images are refined to 224 × 224, we employ bilinear interpolation to normalize the images. We sample 12 × 12 pixel patches with the step size of 6 pixels in the 2-th convolutional layer (conv2) where there are 64 CAMs with the size of 224 × 224, and learn the weights from the 8-th convolutional layer (conv8) where there are 256 CAMs with the size of 56 × 56. We empirically set a × a = 12 × 12 in the conv2 and therefore we obtain b × b = 3 × 3 in the conv8. We choose K = 200 when select salient patches from the shallow CAMs, and λ = 15 in Equation (8) . In each class, a half of ground-based cloud images are randomly selected as the training set, and the rest of ground-based cloud images as the test set. We independently conduct 10 runs and compute the average value of these classification accuracies as the final result. We classify the ground-based cloud images using the nearest neighborhood classifier. As for fine-tuning the VGG-19 [23] model on ground-based cloud databases, the number of training epochs is equal to 80, and the batch size is equal to 64. In addition, the learning rate is initialized to 0.0001 at the first 30 epochs and then set to 0.00008 for the remaining. We use NVIDIA TITAN XP GPU with 12Gbytes memory and an 4-core Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620 v4 @3.50GHz with 32Gbytes memory to implement the proposed SDA 2 . The framework of MatConvNet [32] is adopted to implement the proposed SDA 2 . MatConvNet developed by the Oxford Visual Geometry Group is a MATLAB toolbox implementing the CNN.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) EFFECT OF SALIENT PATCH SELECTION AND LEARNING CORRESPONDING WEIGHTS
To validate the effectiveness of salient patch selection, we densely sample patches in the shallow CAMs of conv2. Each patch is represented as a feature vector with 64 dimensions, and we aggregate such feature vectors using the average aggregation. For short, we name this method as Patch_Only. The salient patch selection (SPS) strategy is utilized to extract features, and follow the same procedure as Path_Only for ground-based cloud representation resulting in a 64-dimensional feature vector. This method is called as SPS. Furthermore, we learn the corresponding weights from the deep CAMs of conv8, to combine Patch_Only and SPS, respectively. The two methods are named as Patch_Only+W and SPS+W, respectively. Table 3 shows the experimental results.
From Table 3 , SPS obtains better classification accuracies on the three ground-based cloud databases than Patch_Only, because SPS can extract salient and discriminative information of ground-based cloud images. With the help of the corresponding weights learned from the deep CAMs, the classification results of Patch_Only+W and SPS+W outperform Patch_Only and SPS by about 3% and 2%, respectively, on the three ground-based cloud databases. This is because Patch_Only+W and SPS+W simultaneously consider the shallow and deep CAMs for feature extraction, and therefore the extracted features contain completed ground-based cloud information. 
2) EFFECT OF SDA 2
After salient patch selection, a ground-based cloud image is represented as a set χ. We turn χ into a feature vector using the average aggregation, the max aggregation, and the proposed SDA 2 . From Table 4 , the best result is obtained by SDA 2 . This is because SDA 2 can learn the representative feature vector for each ground-based cloud image. In contrast, the other two methods are hand-crafted, and the obtained feature vectors lack of discriminability. Since the max aggregation has some robustness to illuminations, noises, etc., it outperforms the average aggregation.
3) COMPARISON TO THE COMPARATIVE METHODS
We compare the proposed SDA 2 with six comparative methods, consisting of LBP [33] , SLBP [34] , BoW [35] , CNN (VGG-19), deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) [36] and bilinear convolutional neural networks (B-CNNs) [37] . LBP and SLBP have presented the great effectiveness for ground-based cloud representation. LBP and SLBP are both tested with three scales that (P, R) is equal to (8, 1) , (16, 2) and (24, 3) , respectively, on the three ground-based cloud databases. Here, P is the number of involved neighbors on a circle of radius R. It should be noted that the highest classification accuracies of (P, R) = (16, 2) for LBP and of (P, R) = (24, 3) for SLBP are only listed. As for BoW, we take a 9 × 9 neighborhood around each pixel as a patch, and stretch each patch into an 81-dimensional vector. The Weber's law [38] is utilized to normalize these vectors. We then learn a dictionary with the size of 2,100 using K -means clustering [39] over these normalized vectors. As a result, we represent each ground-based cloud image as a 2,100-dimensional vector. As for CNN, the VGG-19 model [23] is fine-tuned on the ground-based cloud database, and the final FC layer is utilized as the feature vector to represent a ground-based cloud image. It should be noted that the dimension of LBP, SLBP, and CNN are 18, 26, and 1000, respectively. Table 5 shows the results, and it is obvious that the proposed SDA 2 significantly outperforms the six comparative methods on three ground-based cloud databases. Particularly, the proposed SDA 2 outperforms CNN (VGG-19) by about 5% on MOC_e and IAP_e, and 4% on CAMS_e. The main reason is that CNN (VGG-19) only utilizes the final FC layer for ground-based cloud representation, while the proposed SDA 2 extracts features from two different convolutional layers and meanwhile learns a representative vector to represent each ground-based cloud image. The proposed SDA 2 requires the processing time of about 200ms per image, while CNN (VGG-19) requires the processing time of about 150ms per image. CNN (VGG-19) and the proposed SDA 2 are both implemented by the framework of convolutional neural network, and their power consumption are almost the same. The proposed SDA 2 is 88.73% accuracy for the CAMS_e database. The reason is that the CAMS_e database is relatively challenging, and there are many images capturing in severe weather conditions, resulting in cloud images with noise, overexposed images etc. Moreover, all images possess weak illuminations.
The proposed SDA 2 could identify the clouds accurately. We utilize the confusion matrix to prove the accuracies of the proposed SDA 2 in the best case of MOC_e, as shown in Figure 4 . The element of row x and column y in confusion matrix means the percentage of the x-th cloud class being classified as the y-th cloud class. The proposed SDA 2 achieves the best performance in classifying 'Clear sky'.
D. INFLUENCES OF PARAMETERS
In this subsection, we analyze the four parameters of the proposed SDA 2 including the size of patches, the choice of the convolutional layers for CAMs, the number of salient patches K , and the regularization parameter λ in Equation (8). 
It is noted that we implement the following experiments on MOC_e.
We analyze how the size of patches (i.e., with different a and b) influence the performance of the proposed SDA 2 on the MOC_e database and Table 7 shows the classification performance. The best result is obtained with a = 12 and b = 3. In order to obtain the completed cloud information, we extract features from two different convolutional layers for ground-based cloud representation. The first to fourth convolutional layers are selected to obtain salient vectors, and the sixth to tenth convolutional layers are used to learn the corresponding weights. The results are shown in Table 6 , and the case of conv2 & conv8 achieves the best result of 91.24%. K is the number of salient patches, and the classification accuracies with different K are shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 , it can be concluded that better accuracies are achieved with larger K , yet the highest classification accuracy is obtained with K = 200. The choice of the regularization parameter λ in Equation (8) has an impact on the final performance, and Figure 6 illustrates the classification accuracies with various λ. When λ is set to 15, the best result is obtained.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed SDA 2 for ground-based cloud classification in weather station networks. We first utilize the salient patch selection strategy to extract features from the shallow convolutional layer and then to embody the high-level semantic information, we learn the corresponding weights from the deep convolutional layer to combine the salient vectors. Finally, we explicitly model the relationship among the resulting salient vectors to learn a representative feature vector for each ground-based cloud image. Therefore, the representative feature vectors not only contain salient structural and textural information, but also high-level semantic information. The proposed SDA 2 has been validated on the MOC_e, IAP_e and CAMS_e databases, and the comparative results demonstrate its effectiveness. The proposed method only extracts features from two different conventional layers, but the CAMs derived from different conventional layers contain various information. In the future, we would be interested to adopt multiple different conventional layers for cloud image representation to achieve higher classification accuracies.
